
The PROBLEM
The SOLUTION

The CAUSE
Home Page or
Shop Page

High Bounce Rate on

Conversion Rate

Below

Site Doesn’t Look Professional orTrustworthy

Confusing or Missing Shop Policies

Lack of Strong Branding or Differentiation

Expensive Shipping

Hard to Navigate Shop to Find Products

Forgetful Customers

Vague or Poorly-Written Product Descriptions

Confusing or Hard to Find Add-to-Cart Process

No Guest Checkout

Low Quality Photos

Hard to Return to Cart to Check Out

Confusing Forms

Pages Load Slowly

Surprise Charges

Complicated Customization Options

Lack of Payment Options

High Abandoned

High Abandoned

Cart Rate

Checkout Rate

3%

Show your customers a thoughtfully designed site where all the visual elements
work together with professionally-designed branding (logo, colors, type)

State your policies in plain English and include Frequently Asked Questions.
Make the page easy to find so that customers get their concerns addressed.

A strong brand and compelling story that tells customers why your products
are unique will save you from having to compete on price alone.

Consider making ground shipping free, and make sure you’re using the most
efficient packaging and shipping methods to keep your costs low.

Your site’s purpose is to sell your products, so make its job easy with clear and
obvious navigation.

Customers get distracted and forget to come back to finish their purchase.
Sending Abandoned Cart Emails will help you recover those sales.

Make your writing professional, clear, and concise. Spelling & grammar count!

Make guest checkout available, and don’t make it hard to find or bug them to
create an account every step of the way, either!

Make sure that there is a link to the Cart in the main menu of your site.

Make adding a product to the cart easy that you could almost do it by accident.
Make the button prominent, and have it take customers right to the cart.

Checkout forms should only ask for the information you absolutely need to bill
the customer and ship the product. Add an opt-in for your email list and a
checkbox to accept Terms & Conditions and that should be it.

If your pages aren’t loading within 4 seconds on average, you’re losing sales.

Get rid of those extra fees that get added to the total in the cart or checkout
or build them into the prices of your products.

If you have lots of customization options consider going through them with
your customer after the basic order has been placed.

Accept at least Credit Cards and PayPal so that buyers can use what they want.

Learn the basics of your camera and include pictures of your products being
used as your customers will use them.

Four eCommerce Conversion Rate Killers
and how to fix them.
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